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“the world's first railroad line opened in England between the towns of Stockton and 
Darlington. The trip of about 9 miles took 2 hours, slightly faster than walking. Tracks soon 
spread throughout England and the industrializing world. In the US there were 23 miles of 
tracks in 1830. By 1860, the figure had climbed to more than 30,000 miles, and passengers 
trains traveled at speeds between 20 and 30 miles per hour, 3 times the speed of a horse-
drawn coach. Towards 1900, train speeds of more than 50 miles per hour were common. 
And by the late twentieth century, bullet trains routinely charged across the landscape at 
almost 200 miles per hour." 
Geographic space began to be understood through units 
of time. Far-flung places began to connect with each other to make larger 
agglomerations. Along the expanding rail lines, the understanding of architecture 
grew from local to regional and eventually to continental scale. Gradually, the 
dispersed buildings and places along the rail routes fused into shared visual 
identities. People ride on the rails begin to recognize a linear, sprawling notion of 
place. Cities elongates, and become linear. A newfound 
proximity 















While railroad were fast, they kept in their tracks. Changing direction at the driver's will, 
cars navigate the city as far as the roadside goes, showing us architecture from 
multiple angles and individual perspectives. Automobiles encourage an understanding 
of architecture as landscape instead of landmark. The excitement of viewing 
architecture from an automobile lies in such metamorphoses, which can seem like the 
transformation of mass into energy. 
Up and down hills, beneath overpasses, up ramps, and over giant bridges, these 
vehicular sights utterly disrupted customary notions of urbanity. Before modern times, 
as landscape theorist and historian J.B.Jackson describes, cities were experienced as 
vertical. In modern age, the architectural image of the city gave 
way to an infrastructural image - the city as a grid, a 
crisscross of lines, a spaghetti-jumble of expressways. The 
visual order of the automobile is horizontal and expansive. 
“The traditional street with its uninterrupted facades and walls of masonry, is being perforated by 
drive-in facilities, parking lots, underground garages, and service alleys. The traditional city of 
walled enclosed was turning into the modern city of mobility. The view from the road was 
becoming a view of the road, a view onto vehicular spaces, a cityscape designed less for 
pedestrians and more for physical and visual maneuvers of automobiles.“ 
J.B.Jackson 














More like railroads than vehicular roads, expressways are disengaged from their 
surroundings. Their massive infrastructure separates cars from the architecture and 
neighborhoods they pass through. At grOUnd level, thiS SaiTie 
infrastructure often cuts neighborhoods apart. Waste 
spaces proliferate on the roadway's edges and undersides. 
Gazing at the roadside along many urban expressways reveals a succession of stores 
and office parks, but also container-storage lots, blank walled distribution centers, 
factories, garbage dumps, and flimsy housing. 
And yet the much maligned expressway puts motions and momentum into the larger 
substance of cities, Expressways knit cities together as much as 
they tear them apart. n a metropolitan scale, these high-speed roads 
function as a kind of bascilica for automobile culture, their multiple lanes veering as do 
processional naves, their ramps allowing cars to turn onto the side aisles of city streets 
and the altars of individual destination. 
Expressways are zones of movement that catalyze new modes of habitation, a 
transportation infrastructure that now constitutes its own landscape. The ultimate 
venue for smooth projection, expressways (or highway, motorways, parkways, 
turnpikes, thru ways, and freeways) offer great insights. 














Le Corbusier's conception of an overall pattern of linear urban development for Europe. 
"Society is spread o\/e all the surface of the earth, from one 
poles to the other and including the poles, a world 
composed of veins of gigantic forces of production, of 
gigantic means of circulation and transportation... this is no more, 
foe the moment, than a stroke of pencil across the map. It will be incumbent on others, 
one day, to discover the true line". 
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transfers 
Transfers are programmatically mixed proposals aimed at dealing with the 
formalization of the large metropolitan interchange nodes. These are, in effect, 
“cushion nodss” (concentrating and stimulating at the same time) in 
places of maximum infrastructural concentration, which 
interlink mobility, flow, interchange and information. They am 
nodes that are designed to take advantage of the possibility of intersection 
produced in the context of current infrastructural webs that are strategically 
“reamortisable".( combining multiple access with low price density) places of 
absorption which are converted into effective - hybrid - substitutes for the city; quasi 
spontaneous para-urban mutations developed as condensers and couplings of 
programmatically mixed functional grids. Loops — at once braids, bonds and links 
capable of synthesizing the mobility, mutability, superposition and mixed ness of the 
contemporary traveler. 
/f;: iusa. The MetaoQiis ionarv oi lYCl! 9/T: ':V:: 
“_y not conceive urban outposts beyond the city (in their areas of crossing) that 
simply absorb all the flows swallow and transfer them? 
Highways could suddenly terminate in them; they might be used to park cheaply, 
















infrastructures (as networks) 
Gommunication sind trsnspor 
(motorways, railways, air lanes) emerges as the 
most evident lines of the current “ urban territoria 
(( 
S y S T G r n . Unes are converted into neutral directrices for future organization of 
the land. Bases of reference, independent of construction are marked by velocity 
and sequenciality as support for new activities, not only along their lengths but even 
over formerly hierarchically and mono-functionally separated plots of land that have 
begun to absorb, progressively complex and stratified programmes, defined through 
a complicated superposition of vertical and horizontal sectional use of structure. 
/e/ ’no m aavan 
"Euramie's importance lies not in where it is, but in where it 
leads, and how quickly.“ The city is acknowledged as a key transport 
intersection, with unhidden railways to reflect the bold status as somewhere defined 
by its relationship to international rather than local structure. 
Breathino Cities ... 500 m ty iiseit as atv 
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Flows refer to a multivalent series of notion and direction. 
This multivalent possibility of recipient information is 
coded and in certain cases subliminal — found in the city 
G n v i r o n n r i G n t — is our due to the flow as a system of subjective criteria 
presented logically. The eidetic condition is revealed as object, a para-construct of 
the philosophical, political and cultural value of the taxonomy, where the 
arrangement is both one substance and time. 














Mobility is not so much a science as a social phenomenon. It can apply to practically 
all aspects of movement from one place to another, whether by a commuter or a 
refugee. It encompasses issues from social alienation to nomadic lifestyles, from open 
borders to chatting on internet. It touches up the issues of segregation. But above all, 
mobility remains a question of movement from one place to another. Aside virtual 
mobility, the physical mobility here determines our general perception of society. Many 
people experience a city from a moving perspective, as they themselves move from 
one to place to a other. 
Traffic gives impact on spatial intervention of a city, and 
spatial intervention in turn gives shape and controls traffic 
itself. Mobility mentioned here as a skeleton of urban 
organism, which generates and conditions the physical 
structure of a city rather than just a physical circulatory 
system of vein and artery. 
Infrastructure as a stage for movement within a city, which conditions the flows of 
traffic to be widen, redirected, branched off, merged, sub-divided, merged ,etc. As the 
infrastructure stays more permanent compared with the rapid development of traffic, 
the gap in between is widening. Thus there is call for considering mobility, 
infrastructure and urban structure at one at the planning stage. 




















"a city made for speed is made for success" 
The increase of urban density and the sudden advent of motorization turned the street into a 
scene of paralyzing chaos and constant danger•… n 1924, he publicizes his 
redefinition of the street in terms of the modern 
superhighway. It is a “ machine for circulation" he insists, 
“ a circulatory apparatus...a kind of factory in length." 
Historic precedents for Le Corbusier's combination of viaduct and habitat: the medieval 
“urbanized bridges" of London, Paris, and Florence; Edgar Chambless's “ Project for 
Roadtown" of 1910; Giacomo Matte-Trucco's Fiat factory in Turin (1920-1930) with its trial 
run installed on the roof. 
Motorized traffic, speed and its infrastructure served as a key to town planning. 
Le Corbusier's town planning projects are architectural operations on an urban 
scale. 
A vertical garden city running for miles.180,000 inhabitants of this viaduct city 
are assured of a splendid view of the sea and cliffs, immediate accessibility to 
the upper motorway {100 meter above sea-level inks the outer suburbs ) and 
with the lower motorway underneath the pilotis. Beneath the level for vehicles is 
one for garages, while the rest of the viaduct is formed of superimposed floors 






















Historic precedents for Le Corbusier's combination of viaduct and habitat: the 
medieval “urbanized bridges- of London, Paris, and Florence; Edgar 
Chambless's “ Project for Roadtown- of 1910; Giacomo Matte-Trucco's Fiat 









Italian Futurists, poetic imagery drawn from the forms of industrialism and the great 
metropolis 
the invent and rebuild ex novo our Modem city like an immense and 
tumultuous shipyard, active, mobile and everywhere 
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braids 
Braids are spatial loops: transgressive trajectofies; nodes and 
crosses; virtual bonds and links of movement. Braids are coiling 
movements among phenomena, processes and structures which are compressed 
and expanded, concentrated and dilated, interlaced and wound, in new and 
unwonted combinations. 
Since the discouragement of the use of cars and stimulation of public transport 
did not succeed, politician and planners started to embrace the potential of 
individual transport: the negative approach is converted into an optimistic 
exploration of possibilities. Can we reduce the impact of cars in the streets? 
(10% of cars driving in cities are searching for a parking space!) Parkhouse NT 
is a prototype that consists of titled "beams" filled with apartments, office or 
shops. The roof of each beam is accessible, allowing one sided perpendicular 



























Tempo of a city 
Ph6 omGnology 
isochronous mapping 
The isochronous maps are a representation of the flGtWOrk City : the City 
that is shaped by flows, connections and nodes instead 
of by formal, hierarchical or spatial structure. Behind the 
temporal perception of infrastructure lies a world of traffic models. The entire 
Rotterdam region has been assimilated in a mathematical model of traffic 
movements classified by point of departure, destination and the effect on all the 
traffic spaces in between. From a chosen point in the city it is possible to calculate 
to the minute how long it will take to travel to all the other points in the region. By 
combining multiple points, each time taking the shortest travel time, this 
delineates an ‘accessibility profile' for the region. 
p ana Marc Vefhe 
AM/, 2003. 
M(. n/ 
Accessibilty by public transport within 30 minutes from seven Rotterdam nodes 
1. The situation in 1998, the benchmark year 
2. The target scenario in 2020 






Tempo of a city 
Phenomenology 
tempo-graphic mapping 
Imagine that the city exists not as it is represented 
geographically, but as a function of the amount of time 
takes to get through it, to it or away from it. such a map, based 
onatimescale instead of a geographic scale, is caiied temp-
graphic representation. In contrast with an isochronous map, where geographica 
distances are measurable while time is represented without a scale, the tempo-
graphic map displays a measurable timeline and geography without a scale 
allows a depiction of the city in a new form. 
Pi ana Man 
NAk 200 
r^neHen, ran J iV, [y )evetoDmeri 
A tempo-graphic representation of accessibility by public transport in Rotterdam, based 
on S8V6 nodss 
1. Geographical Rotterdam, 1998 
2. Tempo-graphic Rotterdam, 1998 






Tempo of a city 
Phenomenology 
tempo of a city 
The city is on the move. People commute from home to office, the office to the 
lunch cafe, from the cafe to a friend's house, from the girlfriend's place to the gym, 
from the club to the lounge...Besides being these many destinations, the city is 
primarily a place where you are on the move. Travel is daily activity that to a large 
extent also determines our experience of our surroundings. The time we spend 
doing this is more important than the distance covered. Especially in the City 
of mobility, distance becomes less significant. The 
'tempo' is defined as a personal experience of time 
G X p G n d e d . The 'tempo of the city' starts with the subjective perception of trave 
time and the travel choices that can be made on this basis 
....Pat// Meuf and Marc Verheijeri In Transit, Motymy, 
Rotleirjarri NAi, 2003, ‘ . 
kMure ana IM 



















As in Giovanni Battista Piranesi's engraving, the Contemporary 
environment may be understood as an infinite interior o 
imprecise boundaries, where inhabitants are located in 
the form of a flow, converted into circulation. 
n this context, road infrastructure plays an important role in establishing an order 
that is not based upon formal criteria but upon abstract bits of information and 
immaterial properties such as the increase in the degree of connectivity within 
territory that patches of meaning provide, without which the order becomes more 
diffuse. 
-Va/or James, in ten or Global, Actar. 1998 
situationism 
Guy Debord's best known and widely reproduced p y s c h o - g e o g r a p h i c of 
Paris shows an urban space reconstructed on the basis of 
mobility and vector. It enacts a fluctuation between 
spatial and temporal registers the isolated fragmented form 
complete and self-enclosed entities, while the red vectors suggest forces of 
movement and attraction. Eyes wander from fragment to fragment in a visual and 
mental derive suggesting a kind of body writing. Derive, drift, the art of wandering 
through urban space, as experimental mode of behavior linked to the conditions of 
urban society: a technique of quick passage through changing ambiences. 


























m g from Las Vegas 
Non-places 
Liminai spaces 
learning from Las Vegas 
Publishes in 1972 Robert Venturi, Demise Scott Brown, and Steven zenour’ first 
explored the links between building and signage — how building themselves had 
become signs. The book's analyzes of driving and architecture have altered our 
understanding of the built environment. The authors argued against the 
architectural profession's obsession with traditional urban spaces, such as pizzas 
and boulevards, as well as with the ideals of functional and structural clarity. 
Provocatively, they told us that signs had become more important than buildings, 
and that commercial symbols, not architectural languages, now dominated the 
urban landscape. 
"the drivers has no time to ponder paradoxical subtleties within a dangerous, sinuous maze, 
he or she relies on signs for guidance - enormous signs in vast spaces at high speeds.“ 
Venturi, Scott Brown, Izenour 
A new architectural mode of expression has evolved — 
buildings that communicate to drivers and that convey 
the commercial messages of commodity culture. 
Buildings have become like signs, another form of media. 
Brown 




SPACE SCALE SPEED 

















With the term 'non-places', the anthropologist Marc Auge suggested a definition for 
a new relationship between “ time-city" and "space of mobility". The non-places 
identified by Auge - office parks, stations, motorways, camp sites, and caravan 
parks, airports, and train stations, hotel chains and shopping malls, structures for 
eisure and even telecommunications networks - constitutes new paradigms for 
everyday scenarios which are "architecturalised" and, at the same time, forgotten by 
the culture of architecture. 
Talking about 'non-places', which are dominated by their t r a S i t o r y 
character (where people do not repose, but at best pass 
time) and thus in fact contradict the notion of place. The 
space of non places creates neither single identity nor relations, only solitude, and 
similitude. The spaces are not just transit spaces, but are also usually privatized and 
thus not public spaces in strict sense. 
Non-places which indicate, however, this passage from an ideological existentialism 
to a playful existentialism, related to mobility and consumption, spectacle and 
entertainment constitute the clearest example of this progressive reduction of the 
necessary time elapsing between desire and satisfaction 











Uminal spaces, such as border crossing, transitions, the 
connections and the in-between spaces appear as a new 
form of public domain which fundamentally changed the perspective at every 
level of organization of the urban field: infrastructure, logistics and traffic, the positioning of 
large scale amenities, ai d so on. The design task for liminal spaces 
does not rest on the intermingling, but in once again 
making sutures that connect those dissected worlds. 
De Sola Morales refers to railway, metro and bus terminal, airports, shopping malls, discos, 
amusement parks spaces that not public in the strict sense, but are experienced by most 
people as important public spaces. In his view, the urbanist's task cannot be limited to the 
design of the public spaces, but must be broadened to 
include the integration of public spaces and those 
indistinct privatized spaces into a system of urban 
collective spaces. 
6 NA ln\ 
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Wigger City case study: 
Systematics of scale 
borders and types of 
territory in the project 
perimeter 
Scales: national, regional, communal, local 
Territories: infrastructure, settlement, agriculture, waters, forest 











Scales: national, regional, communal, local 
Identify node in different scales: The node is defined morphologically by the 
superposition of the two territorial types of settlement and infrastructure. This 
superposition yields locations with an extreme density of people, activities and 
information exchange accompanied by construction density. The nodes in the local 
scale regarded as institutions in the public interest, accessibility and attractiveness. 
Netzstadt -Desiqnmq the Urban, Birkhauser, 






Water,supply and transport infrastructure, Lucerne North study 
Netzstadi — Designing the Urban, Birkhauser. p.200 
Building density divergence on communcal scale, Lucerne North study 
Netzstadt - Designing the Urban, Birkhauser p. 145 
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Changing density according to time of day, Lucerne North study 
Netzstadt— Deslgninq the urban, Birkhauser, p,21() 
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km 
Commuter movement and nodes, Lucerne North 
The proposal aims to increase the exchange of people and goods, to improve resource 
efficiency, and to realize the regionally important identity through an increase in the 
density of direct connections. Based on investigation of complementary nodal features, 
the flow of work commuters in the project perimeter and the possibilities of creating 
connections with regard to landscape. 
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Projected activities at local scale 
Netzstadi - Designing the Urban, B"Mmjser: p,231 
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A tempo-graphic representation of accessibility by public transport in Rotterdam, based on seven nodes 
Accessibilty by public transport within 30 minutes from seven Rotterdam nodes 
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Through our feeling for the dimensions of our own bodies and our ability to evoke 
images of experience from memory, territories obtain a certain scale and magnitude. In 
the interactions between people and territory, the scale of our tools may affect both 
spatial and temporal dimensions. 
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Interpretative drawings of visual features ad road environment. 
The View from the Road, Kevin ..yndi Donald Appleyard, John R Meyer p.. 
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HRECTIONAL SPACE 
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Mapping ground floor commercial establishment and illumination level at night 
Robed Venturi. Denise Scoff Bfown, and Steven zenour. Learning from La 
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Mapping Las Vega Strip showing every written word seen from the road 
tjerl Mentun. Den me. 
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Total number of people passing per day through the stations on the Yamanote and sobu 
Line 
Mobility— a Room with a View, NAl p J 8 0 
‘ 
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Motorway landmark and visual depth of field on both sides. Randstad 
Mobility •••- a Room with a View, NAl, p.54-57 
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Duration, tempo and intervals of programmes for the motorway - noise barriers, noise 
embankments, business areas, parking areas, housing, etc. seen on left and right. 
Randstad 










PO iOOfI TEFOfZOTlAN 
Route program, Mexico City 
Mobility— a Room with a View, NAL p. 125 










Signage and landmarks, Mexico City 
Room with a View, NAL p, 126 
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Transportation Exchange Centers for Benelux: 
Stad aan de Storm, Competition, 1989 
Transferia Project, 1991 
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Transportation Exchange Centers for Benelux: 
Stad aan de Storm, Competition, 1989 
Transferia Project, 1991 





UN STUDIO, IFCCA Competition: Penn Station, New York, 1999, 
UN STUDIO, IFCCA Competition: Penn Station, New York, 1999, 
UN STUDIO, IFCCA Competition: Penn Station, New York, 1999, 
UN STUDIO, UCP Mainport, Utrecht, 1997 
pedestrian connections ffux denstty diagram 
Pedestrian connections 
Flux density diagram 
IN MajnnorL Utrecht 19i 

Figure by Paul Klee quoted by Gilles Deleuze in The Fold 
OMA, Competition 2 bibliotheques Jussieu, Paris, 1993 
MVRDV, Villa VPRO, Hilversum, Netherlands, 1997 
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UN STUDIO, Bridge Las Palmas, 2001-2005 
The connecting element can be described by the concept of 'crossing', which symbolizes the act of reaching out for 
each other as crossing hands. 
: ,.:...Iif • Tilu L• •…f • _ .,—….......:. j j i - M - ^ r ^ i - u ; « i i i M _ . . . . . . I I …II I . 
• 
UN STUDIO, Bridge Las Pa/mas, 2001-2005 
The connecting element can be described by the concept of 'crossing', which symbolizes the act of reaching out for 
each other as crossing hands. 
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Giovanni Piranesi engraving, 1760 
Guy Debord, Guide psycho-geographic of Paris, 1957 
CONSTANT, Symbolic representation of New Babylon collage, 1969 
CONSTANT, Symbolic representation of New Babylon collage, 1969 
ft K w n A n V i* o 
A/ox, Paris BRAIN, a transurban scheme for the area west of La Defense, Paris, 2001 
A/ox, Paris BRAIN, a transurban scheme for the area west of La Defense, Paris,2001 
OMA, Assemblage of programme, Programmatic Lava, Urban Design Forum, Yokohama, Japan, 1992 
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PEAK HOURS 
OMA, Programmatic Lava, Urban Design Forum, Yokohama, Japan, 1992 
The Metapolis Dictionary of Advanced Architecture, Manuel Gausa, p. 55 
Actar Arquitectura, Graz-Meiribor Corridor, Austria, 1999 
Arches of development 
Certain processes of urban (re) definition and development might be applied to nuclear attractor schemes, aimed at 
articulating evolutionary strategies, in the short, medium, and long term, based upon sequences between foci/areas 
of activities, discontinuous, interconnected by linkage and routing channels. These sequences form “ arches of 
development". They are not in themselves continuous axes or lengths, but rather circuits of interaction. Their 
effective planning allows is to define basic operative trajectories as "horizons of certainty" or island of consensus". 
'ir The Melapcm [)/ 
Eve liners: proDOsa! for m. :- J. 
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2030 Projected Redevelopment Area on 5-year Increment 
i (ha) 
ihattan 
Open Space & Recreation Road Built lot Total 
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Thesis Proposal 2004.09.13 
Mobility and the city 
Architecture in the current world is dominated by an obsession for a formal identity and has lit-
tle relation with, apparently the crucial momentum in speeding and shaping today's city devel-
opment - t h e force of mobility. The importance of today's city lies not in where it is, but where it 
leads to and how long it takes to get there. City is not clogged; city is in the state of flux. 
Before Machine Age, a city was once determined by the distance to be covered within its 
physical boundary. Today, articulated by the power of large scale structural system of mobil-
ity and communication, new determinations are introduced to the search for a new scale, new 
tempo and new territory of a city. 
As more and more people spending important part of life in transit from node to node along the 
line of flux, structure of mobility no longer regarded as viaduct, but room of interchange cutting 
across sections of urban life. 
The anthropologist Marc Auge suggested a definition for a new relationship between "time-city" 
and "space of mobility". The non places identified by Auge are office parks, stations, motor-
ways, camp sites, and caravan parks, airports and train stations, hotel chains and shopping 
malls, structures for leisure and even telecommunications networks - most associated with the 
articulatory network of today's city, which constitutes new paradigms for everyday scenarios 
which are "architecturalised" and, at the same time forgotten by the culture of architecture. 
There is a growing tendency to solve the conflict with the structure of mobility by exclusion in 
many cases, which in long term, on large scale, is not an attractive solution. At the end, it ac-
cumulates tracts of lands with symptoms of sickness- disconnection, desolation, residual, etc. 
Mobility brings about connectivity, yet, rupture in its immediate vicinity. Instead of excluding 
and neglecting the existence of infrastructure, the attempt is to mediate the two entities, mobil-
ity and city. 
Triggered by the polemical attitude of Le Corbusier's proposal for Algiers (the Obus plan ) 
which integrated the two conflicting components, highway ( mobility ) and housing ( proximity ) 
into one single structure, my thesis expresses a fundamental interest in finding new solutions 
for blending the elements of mobility with today's densified environment in terms of urbano-
architectural scale, which focus in both the city levels and architectural levels. The intend is no 
longer just a matter of fascination for a new Utopia, but is a matter of reconsideration in sur-
vival of the city itself. 
Methodology 
Actions conditions studies 
Tracts of lands with symptoms of sickness describe a condition of pure entropy in the city 
fabric, these strange conditions yet energetic also unleash raw undirected energy for re-in-
terpretation. At the same time, structure of mobility is always in the condition of transition. To 
adequately understand these conditions, one must grasp its movement, trajectories, vectors 
and actions more than its geometrically and permanently established spaces. Thus actions 
can proposed as the beginning study rather than the physically set up places. 
Urbano-architectural scale studies 
As long as concerning the scale of problem rather than the scale of size. Focus will be put on 
both scales from small to large. To have a broader perspective of the mobility structure and pin 
on the problem in its immediate vicinity, the attempt here is to deploy from two different scales 
territorial and textual scale. Thus research includes the study of the macro territorial system 
as well as the measurable component of mobility structure in relation to the city. 
Project Schedule: 
Phase I : Research and Experiment (1st Term) 
Stage 1 Desktop research 
- search for a theoretical ground for further exploration. 
Stage 2: Site specific research 
- specific local site for diagnosed in parallel with related cases and precedent reference 
Stage 3: Experimentation and operation 
- experiment formulate a design protocol for design phase 
Phase II : Design ( 2nd Term ) 
Stage 1 Territorial scale planning 
Stage 2 Architectural scale design 
Stage 3 Textual scale design 
Architectural Theory and Criticism 
ARC 6310 
Paper I: Pare de la Villette I Koolhaas OMA. Layering as design 
methodology for large scale urban and landscape design. 
Since La Villette is of major importance for the development of Paris, the result of the Pare de 
la Villette competition received a great deal of attention in the professional journals. Recent 
reference in lectures, articles and designs also reveal the competition's continued influence, 
especially the widely published plans drawn up by Tschumi and Koolhaas ( OMA). 
Tschumi and Koolhaas were amongst the first to develop layering strategies in designing and 
planning in their proposals in 1983. Both designs demonstrated a new model for large scale 
urban and landscape fabrics. Generally, these projects dismantle the programmatic and logis-
tical aspects of the park into a serious of layers. This design methodology involves the con-
sideration of the programmatic issue in addition to the contextual aspect of the site. Here the 
interest of the analysis will put more weight on the programmatic design approach as a tactic 
to the site, which induces its autonomous richness and complexity which cannot be gained by 
the limited scope of the single master plan or zoning plan. 
As regarding the site as a canvas and the programme brief as ingredients as well as a drive 
for the new model of programmatic design, the paper will be divided into two parts of studies. 
1. Occupational history of the site & Etablissement Public du Pare de la Villette (EPPV) s 
programmatic objectives 
2. Design methodology 
At the end, the study will aim to arrive as a contribution to my thesis. 
Parti 
Occupational history of site 
The development of La Villette began along two historic arterial roads in 1780s. Infrastructure 
continued to be set up in the nineteenth century. In order to provide the whole Paris with free 
drinking water, a 25-kilometre supply canal and a large reservoir were dug in and bisecting the 
La Villette in 1812. There were no large scale developments at La Villette until the construction 
of combined castle market and abattoir in 1867. 
La Villette lies wedged between a convergent infrastructure of roads, canals, railway and 
metro lines. Accessibility at city, international and even international level, however, for the sur-
rounding districts, these busy transport routes constitute barriers to direct access to the site. It 
situated in a transitional zone between the old city district, with their dense and ordered fabric, 
and the neighboring suburban municipalities, whose development has been more open and 
less ordered. 
In 1960s, large scale new housing was erected on the abattoir site, though it could not be 
fully utilized until the closure of the abattoir complex in complex 1973. In 1979 the Etabllsse-
ment Public du Pare de la Villette was established in order to develop the area. In response 
to the changes taking place in society and in technology, a new type of function for the urban 
park was sought. In addition, the decision to convert to colossal concrete Grande Salle into a 
spectacular Museum of Science, Technology and Industry was implemented. The programme 
for the area was expanded into an ambitious cultural project, in particular as the result of the 
inclusion of an extensive Music Centre and facilities for creative activities. The site was to be-
come a centre stimulating urban renewal. It is not the lung, but of the heart of the city. 
Programme's objectives 
The Pare de la Villette is an exceptionally large open space in Paris which provided an op-
portunity to develop an ambitious programme constituted by four aspects in three themes to 
address the issue of pluralism and unity. 
1. The knowledge of public spaces that are characterized by an interesting mixture of 
amenities, atmosphere and activities. 
2. Dissatisfaction with the present functioning of traditional Parisian parks. 
3. The search for a use, for daytime and night-time, summer and winter with cultural and 
recreational activities, walking and play, sport and amusement. 
4. The search for new qualities through design innovation. 
Urbanism (man and the city): A large residence in the open air, with a choice of facilities, in 
addition to open space for free imagination. 
Pleasure (body and mind): The park is arranged for relaxation and well being, the body is not 
exercised physically without also developing the mind. 
Experimentation (knowledge and action): In the rapidly changing world, experimentation de-
mands an extremely flexible plan that can evolve. A living, active culture is sought by means of 
exhibitions and workshops, familiarity with technology will be achieved. 
On the brief, there are potentials and limitations to be interpreted for architects to addressed 
such as scale, tempo, character, innovation, fragmentation, simultaneity and overfilling pro-
gramme. 
Scale: The scale of the city and of the site characterized by the existing buildings required an 
effective spatial organization and a large scale open space capable to match the urban sur-
roundings. 
Tempos: The need for various tempos : both direct links between entrances and large facilities, 
and the park as accommodation and space for walking. 
Character: The search for a certain complexity of atmospheres and space for the purpose for 
pluralism as character which generates international pretensions and also invites everyday 
use by local residents. 
Fragmentation: Park as an assemblage of fragmentation of the city and repair the disintegra-
tion of the city by creating new coherences, where the park becomes integrated into the local 
framework through the treatment of the borders, boundaries and transitions. 
Simultaneity: Numbers of themes induce simultaneity that strengthened each other without 
leading to disruption or disorder. 
Overfilling programme: Complicated, diverse and also overfull programme in view of the avail-
able size of the site demands a precision position and size of each components. 
With the presented site and programmatic multiplicity of the desires, requirements, limitations, 
conditions and potentials were to be able to influence or drive the innovative process of plan-
ning as design. 
Part II 
Layering as design methodology 
As the site and programme revealed pluralistic potentials and limitations, a new design meth-
odology- ayering was developed as a process of design. The underlying principle of the de-
sign method allowed coherence within each layer of components and also generated pluralism 
among the overlapping of layers. 
To predict the life of the Park, the program was anticipated to undergo constant changes, 
adjustment and mutation. The proposition of the design methodology suggested the park to 
be viewed as an unfinished and undetermined piece which would keep evolving, mutating with 
time. Koolhaas saw the scheme not simply as a design, but as a tactical proposal to derive 
maximum benefits from the implantation of a number of activities on the site. 
Social Condenser, as it called, based on the horizontal congestion of the programme, and 
derived a method that combined architectural specificity with programmatic indeterminacy. The 
underlying principle of programmatic indeterminacy as a basis of the formal concept allowed 
any shift, modification, replacement, or substitution to occur without damaging the initial hy-
pothesis. 
Layering as a design methodology involves the superimposition of various independent layers 
one upon the other to produce a heterogeneous and thickened surface. The scheme disman-
tles the programmatic and logistical aspects of the park into a series of layers, each of which 
is then considered independently from the other layers. Within each, there is an internal logic, 
content and system of organization, depending on its function or intended purpose. 
Eventually, the scheme can be broken into several layers to be analyzed independently. 
Strips - parallel bands creates the maximum length of "border" between maximum number 
of programmatic components and guarantee the maximum permeability of each band and 
through interference - maximum number of programmatic mutations. 
Confetti - point grid, frequency, distribution. To overlay with the bands with different programs, 
point grid elements occur in different zones. Thus acquire and influence the character of the 
host. The occasional proximity of different grids leads to a random and accidental clustering 
that gives every constellation of points its uniqueness. 
Access and Circulation — Boulevard intersects all the bands at right angles connecting major 
architectural components. Promenade offers an opportunity to capitalize on nodes of height-
ened programmatic interest. 
Significance and unique elements - The relative regularity and neutrality of the first three lay-
ers forms a backgrounds or context against these elements become significant. 
To address the issue of pluralism, the layers are not mappings of an existing site or context, 
but of the complexity of the intended programme for the site. When these separate layers are 
overlaid together, a stratified amalgam of relationships amongst parts appears. The resulting 
structure is a complex fabric, without centre, hierarchy or single organizing principle. Its struc-
tural logic of organization is more like a rhizome than a tree. It presents an image of cloud like 
image in constant flux, shifting, de-centered, incomplete and forever reforming, which resem-
bles the present phenomena of the city. 
A rhizome is an interwoven complex of heterogeneous parts which is center-less yet dynamic 
and forever changing. It is a cluster of connected yet autonomous parts which is vigorous and 
can extend in any direction according to conditions and needs. Structurally, it is the antithesis 
of a tree structure. With the latter there are roots which successively branch above ground. If 
a major artery is cut then all of the sub braches will die. With the former, it represents the idea 
of fracture, layering and superimposition, which introduce the notions of parts that are repeat 
themselves at different scale with resemblance but not replication, there is self similarity be-
tween the wholes and parts as well as between parts of the same scale. 
Suddenly the limitation was turn into potential and genesis for mutation by means of the new 
invented design methodology which results in richness and complexity cannot be gained by 
the limited scope of the single master plan or the zoning plan, both of which group, hierarchi-
cal ize and isolate their component parts. Here the scheme demonstrated a model of design 
not just for the Pare de la Villette but also as a instrument of design influencing today's city 
which searches for a certain complexity, accidental coherence, autonomous mutation as urban 
pluralism. 
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Paper II 
Field, Lines and nodes as design methodology 
-from territorial to textual scale 
Paper I studied the design methodology of OMA's Pare de la Villette and addressed the issue 
of complexity, accidental coherence, autonomous mutation as urban pluralism. La Villette radi-
cally suppressed the three dimensional aspect and almost completely propose pure program 
instead. In the analogy, the programmatic bands across the site were like the floors of tower, 
each program is different and autonomous, but polluted or interfered by the proximity of all oth-
ers. 
The thesis primarily began with the idea of field, line and nodes as a way of seeing, interpret-
ing and making the urban dynamics. Interference later on became a resultant of the three to 
present the phenomena of urban morphology and complexity. After all Kaitak was chosen as 
an experimental ground for testing the invented design methodology from a territorial planning 
scale to a textual architectural scale. The objective is to present the idea of urban pluralism 
derived from the method, which the usual zoning plan method can not achieve. 
With the displacement of the old airport in 1997 Kaitak is now left as a void, a remnant of for-
mer infrastructural ground waiting for the new injection of infrastructure and content. To redraw 
the content and address the issue of urban pluralism, it has to be informed by firstly analyzing 
the interface and the surrounding community. 
Field as a newfound proximity for plurality 
Field, firstly as an entry point to the project in a territorial scale of understanding the conditions 
of any formal or programmatic matrix capable of unifying diverse elements or layers while re-
specting the identity or autonomy of each. The conditions of field move form the individuals to 
collectives, from autonomy to interference. However, my understanding of field conditions here 
is parallel to the abstract painting of Piet Mondrian in the 1920s which by multiplying layers of 
To be specific to the site, firstly the layers of the programmatic colors are mapped out in the 
surrounding neighborhood. Array of lines of respective grain sizes on the edge are projected 
onto the void to form a matrix with varying grid sizes. According to the external demand and 
internal logic of the programmatic requirement, strips of program are projected onto the void. 
Each layer of program is designated with specific ratio and its autonomy toward the neighbor 
edge. By overlaying them together start to suggest a newfound proximity of program which 
is different from the segregated program resulted from the zoning planning method. As each 
layer of program are loosely bound laminate. It largely increases the local interconnectivity of 
different layers characterized by the nature of porosity. The field maps on the entire site, how-
ever, its overall shape and extent are less important than the internal relationships of parts, 
which determine the behavior of the field. Under the field configuration, different layers of pro-
gram with specific grains start to cross, pollute and interfere with the newfound proximity of all 
others. Similar and not unlike the hinter area, Kowloon City, which is built up by accumulation 
of accidents and history, the experimentation is trying to trigger certain level of complexity on 
the urban grains, program and heterogeneity. 
Again, similar and not unlike most Japanese cities, which give impression of an accumula-
tion of parts. Kisho Kurokawa's referred to a biological metaphor of "rhizome'. A rhizome is an 
interwoven complex of heterogeneous parts which is a cluster of connected yet autonomous 
parts. Layering, fractures are important in that they introduce the notions of parts that repeat 
themselves at different scale with resemblance but not replication. Ideally, an urban planning 
can further the idea of self similarity between wholes and parts and present phenomena of 
cloud like image in constant flux, shifting, incomplete and forever reforming urban condition by 
means of field operation. 
Lines as urban territorial system for newfound city tempo 
Lines are introduced as second operation to structure the land as well as channel the flow 
within the site and in connection to the hinter areas. In the second operation, lines, as under-
stood as infrastructural system and trajectory that starts to channel and distort the field matrix 
in respective the specific site conditions. 
Stan Allen described infrastructure works not so much to propose specific buildings on given 
site, but to construct the site itself. Infrastructure prepares the ground for future building and 
creates the conditions for future events. 
Communication and transport infrastructure ( motorways, railways, air lanes) emerges as the 
most evident lines of the current “ urban territorial “ system. Meanwhile, this new network sys-
tem also introduces a newfound tempo for the city. 
As Mitchell Schwarzer described the geographic space began to be understood through units 
of time with the advance of the infrastructural lines. In the city of mobility, distance becomes 
less significant. The ‘tempo is defined as a personal experience of time expended. Imagine 
that the city exists not as it is represented geographically, but as a function of the amount of 
time it takes to get through it, to it or away from it. Such a map, based on a timescale instead 
of a geographic scale, is called temp-graphic representation. In contrast with an isochronous 
map, where geographical distances are measurable while time is represented without a scale, 
the tempo-graphic map displays a measurable timeline and geography without a scale. It al-
lows a depiction of the city in a new form. 
Nodes as crisscross points of intensification 
Nodes as the third operation to map out the potential sites for intensified intervention. The 
superposition of the field settlements and the line trajectories yields locations with an extreme 
density of people activities and information exchange accompanied by construction density. 
The interpretation of nodes in the local scale regarded as institutions in the public interest, ac-
cessibility and attractiveness. 
With field, there is no information. If there is no communication between nodes, they are no 
longer part of network, just isolated points in an unknown environment. Without nodes, there is 
no network, just lines taking information nowhere. Thus nodes as the last component to com-
plete the field network system. 
Nodes are regarded as crisscross points with intensification and diversification of flow and 
information exchange. They are treated as cushion nodes with maximum infrastructural con-
centration, which interlink mobility, flow, interchange and information. They are nodes that are 
designed to take advantage of the possibility of intersection produced in the context of current 
infrastructural webs and redirect the undirected forces gathered. 
Interference is the resultant of the field, lines and nodes operations, which presents a design 
methodology to approach project from a territorial scale to a textual scale. Besides urban com-
plexity, the above operations are also addressing the idea or phenomena of mobility. Mobility is 
a social phenomenon which here determines our general perception of society. K can apply to 
practically all aspects of movement. Mobility here is also a skeleton of urban organism, which 
generates and conditioned the physical structure of urban dynamics rather than just a physical 
circulatory system of vein and artery. 
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